Biosimilar Development
What healthcare practitioners should know
Biosimilars are more structurally complex than small molecule generic drugs and can be up to 1,000 times their size, as is the case with monoclonal antibodies.4-6
Manufacturing considerations

A strong relationship exists between the manufacturing process and characteristics of the biosimilar.\textsuperscript{10} Even small changes in manufacturing can result in altered protein stability and impact post-translational modifications such as glycosylation.\textsuperscript{10} Glycans can impact biologic activity and affect efficacy, safety and immunogenicity.\textsuperscript{10}

It is, therefore, essential that a biosimilar maker meet sufficient standards in the development and manufacture of biologic drugs, including:

1. Expertise with biologic molecules\textsuperscript{3}
2. Quality control measures\textsuperscript{11–13}
3. High-quality manufacturing to ensure batch-to-batch consistency\textsuperscript{12}
Process customization

Reference product manufacturing information is proprietary, and not publicly available. Therefore, a biosimilar manufacturer must develop a new customized process.\textsuperscript{1,5,10} This begins with characterizing the reference biologic to quantify its critical quality attributes (CQAs), characteristics that affect identity, purity, biological activity and stability of a drug.\textsuperscript{1,13,15,16} A custom cell line is then created and procedures developed for all manufacturing stages from cell cultivation and protein production through purification to formulation and packaging.\textsuperscript{5,8,10,17} Checkpoints are established at critical junctures during the manufacturing process to verify CQA similarity with respect to the reference product.\textsuperscript{6,13}
Characterization of reference product

The commercially acquired reference product is characterized to identify the product’s CQAs, characteristics that affect identity, purity, biological activity and stability of a drug. A variety of analytical and functional assays are used for this purpose. Each manufacturer determines the extent of testing and discusses their plan with health authorities.

Range of acceptable variability of reference product CQAs
Multiple batches of reference product are tested in order to determine the quality ranges and/or raw data/graphical comparisons, against which the candidate biosimilar will be evaluated.
The manufacturing process

Cell line creation

Manufacturing begins with the creation of a unique cell line, engineered to express the gene for the biosimilar. Cells that produce biosimilar protein with CQAs within the quality ranges established for the reference product are selected and expanded to establish a master cell bank.8,12,18

Important considerations

Since each biologic is manufactured using a cell line unique to the manufacturer, no two biologics will be identical.19
Cultivation and production

Cells from the master cell bank are cultured and expanded in large-scale bioreactors. The biosimilar protein is recovered and purified using techniques such as chromatography.

Formulation, fill and finish

The concentrated protein is formulated using ultrafiltration techniques and undergoes final sterile filtration. It is then packaged and stored under appropriate conditions to maintain shelf life.

Important considerations

Biosimilar CQAs are sensitive to variations in the manufacturing process. Rigorous quality systems check that process-related variations in a biosimilar fall within established margins and therefore aren’t anticipated to adversely impact safety and efficacy of the product.
Establishing biosimilarity

Biosimilarity is established by the totality of the evidence, including comparative analytical (structural and functional) characterization, nonclinical evaluation, comparative clinical PK/PD data and additional comparative clinical studies.\(^1,2\) Highly similar analytical and PK/PD data infer a lower likelihood of clinical differences between a biosimilar and its reference product.\(^22\)

**PK = Pharmacokinetic; PD = Pharmacodynamic**

**Structural and functional comparison**

Structural and functional attributes of a biosimilar are evaluated against the predefi ned CQA quality ranges of the reference product.\(^13,16\) Key functions are matched with adequate consideration to assay variability, process variability and reference lot history.\(^3,13\)

---

**EXAMPLE CQA**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quality range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reference Product</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quality range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Biosimilar</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Important considerations**

Identified differences in attributes can be evaluated in clinical studies to confirm no clinically meaningful differences exist between the products.\(^13\)
Clinical pharmacology and immunogenicity

Comparative human PK/PD studies are fundamental to demonstrating similarity in safety and drug exposure over time. These profiles cannot be adequately predicted from in vitro characterization and functional assays alone. Initial insights for immunogenicity are determined using a single-dose clinical study with an immunocompetent patient population.

**PHARMACOKINETICS (PK)**

- Concentration vs. Time
- Reference product
- Biosimilar

**PHARMACODYNAMICS (PD)**

- Response vs. Dose
- Reference product
- Biosimilar
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Comparative clinical studies

A comparative clinical efficacy and safety assessment is the final stage to support a demonstration of biosimilarity. Biosimilar clinical studies are designed to detect clinically meaningful differences between a biosimilar and its reference product, should they exist, in a sensitive patient population, using a sensitive endpoint. These studies use an equivalence design that is based on meta-analysis of historical data for the reference product and a balance of statistical and clinical considerations, and feasibility.

\[ \text{Risk difference} = \frac{\text{\% of patients reaching endpoint with biosimilar}}{\text{\% reaching endpoint with reference product}} \]

- Equivalent
- Inconclusive

Point estimate and 90% or 95% confidence interval (CI)
Quality in manufacturing

The manufacturing process can impact a protein's structure and can alter its biological properties.\textsuperscript{1,10,13} Rigorous quality standards and ongoing internal manufacturing oversight ensure that the safety, purity and potency of a biosimilar remain highly similar to those of the reference product over time.\textsuperscript{6,12,21}

Amgen has adopted “Quality by Design” (QbD) guidance, which integrates quality control into the manufacturing process.\textsuperscript{24} QbD guidance specifies continuous monitoring of:

QbD manufacturing involves:\textsuperscript{26}

- Enhanced product understanding (identifying CQAs of product)
- Enhanced process understanding (determining how the attributes of raw materials and process parameters impact CQAs)
- Risk management and control strategy to help ensure product continuously meets quality standards
A specialized process for quality medicines

Developing a biosimilar begins with reference biologic characterization.1 A custom manufacturing process must then be developed, involving many steps from cell line creation through formulation, fill and finish of the final product. Throughout these steps, an iterative process of characterization and testing is used to evaluate the degree of similarity between the biosimilar and reference biologic.3,5,8 The characteristics of a biosimilar are impacted by the manufacturing process.1,10,13 Robust quality systems and risk assessments help ensure that there is strict control over the biosimilar’s quality attributes, and by extension, its safety and efficacy profile.12,21,25
Glossary

Biologic drug  A substance derived from a living organism or its products that is used in the diagnosis, prevention or treatment of disease. Examples of biologic medicines include recombinant proteins, allergy shots, vaccines and hematopoietic growth factors.4,12

Biosimilar  A biological product that is highly similar to a licensed reference biological product notwithstanding minor differences in clinically inactive components, and for which there are no clinically meaningful differences between the biological product and the reference product in terms of the safety, purity and potency of the product.1,2,12

Critical quality attribute  A physical, chemical or biological property that must be within an appropriate limit, range or distribution to ensure the desired safety, efficacy and pharmacokinetics of a drug.3,16

Master cell bank  Vials of unique, genetically modified cells replicated for manufacturing a biologic medicine. The working cell bank is derived from the master cell bank.18,20

Reference product  A previously licensed product used as the comparator for head-to-head comparability studies with the biosimilar in order to show similarity in terms of quality, safety, and efficacy. A reference product is sometimes referred to as the innovator or originator product that the biosimilar is intended to copy.2,12

Small molecule generic  A small-molecule, chemically synthesized drug that uses the same active ingredient, strength, dosage form, route of administration and conditions of use as the reference product on which it is based.27

Totality of evidence  The totality of data and information used by regulatory authorities to evaluate a biosimilar for market approval. Included are structural and functional characterization, nonclinical evaluation, PK and PD data, immunogenicity data and the results of comparative clinical studies.1
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As a world leader and innovator in biologics for patients with life-threatening and chronic diseases, Amgen is proud to produce biosimilar medicines in pursuit of its mission: to serve patients. Amgen Biosimilars are backed by our four decades of experience in the research, development, manufacturing, and supply of innovator biologics.
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